The Art of Seeing is based on Bryan’s bestselling books “Understanding Exposure” and “Learning to See Creatively”. This teaching presentation will boost your level of creativity and expertise. Do you find yourself heading out the door with the intention of capturing compelling images only to come back empty-handed? Your camera bag is a virtual gold mine of compositions that can turn any subject matter into that compelling shot, no matter how mundane. This entertaining production will help you realize just how much there really is to see and shoot, even in your own backyard or kitchen. Living now in Tacoma, WA, our speaker has been an award winning successful commercial photographer for over 35 years, whose clients include American Express, UPS, Phillips and Citibank. He has received several prestigious awards including the New York Art Directors Gold Award. Over the course of his 35 year career Peterson has offered and taught workshops at hundreds of locations worldwide. A contributing editor at Popular Photography and Outdoor Photographer magazine, he is also the founder of the world’s number one on-line school: Bryan Peterson’s School of Photography at www.bpsop.com

Within the photographic community he is best known as the author of nine best-selling books teaching photography and as the producer of the “You Keep Shooting” videos that are seen on AdoramaTV. Com.